One of the fundamental results of descriptive complexity theory, due to Immerman [12] and Vardi [17], says that a class of ordered finite structures is definable in fixed-point logic if, and only if, it is computable in polynomial time. Much effort has been spent on the problem of capturing polynomial time, that is, describing all polynomial time computable classes of not necessarily ordered finite structures by a logic in a similar way.
Our main result, Theorem 10, shows that this behavior is not only characteristic for situations where IFP+C captures polynomial time. As a matter of fact, we prove that every IFP+C-formula is equivalent to a formula working in these three steps. As a consequence, we note that mixed relation variables are not needed in IFP+C-formulas. A particularly simple normal form is obtained if we allow simultaneous fixed-points (Theorem 12).
We then turn to the question of complete problems. Other than for fixed-point logic without counting (see [2, 7, 5] ), it is not easy to find a complete problem for IFP+C under first-order reductions. By adapting the proof of a general result of Dawar [3] we obtain one, which, however, is quite artificial. We leave open the question whether there is a natural complete problem for IFP+C under first-order reductions.
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We refer the reader to [4] for the necessary background. Vocabularies consist of finitely many relation and constant symbols. All structures are finite. The universe of a structure A is denoted by A. x denotes a tuple x 1 : : : x l , for some l 1.
Inflationary fixed-point logic IFP.
The class of IFP-formulas is obtained by adding the following formula-formation rule to the usual rules to form first-order formulas (allowing relation variables):
If ' is a formula and, for some k 1, x, y are k-tuples of individual variables and X a k-ary relation variable, then we may form the new formula IFP x;X '] y. The free variables of the formula IFP x;X '] y are the variables in y and those of ' other than x and X.
To define the semantics of IFP, let '( x; X; z; Z) be an IFP-formula whose free individual variables are among those occurring in the k-tuple x and in the tuple z and whose free relation variables are among the k-ary X and those occurring in the tuple Z. Furthermore, let A be a structure, c a tuple of elements of A whose length matches the length of z, and C a tuple of relations on A matching Z with respect to length and arities. We define a sequence (X i ) i 1 by letting X 0 := ; and X i+1 := X i f a 2 A k j A j = '( a; X i ; c; C)g:
We set X 1 := S i 0 X i . Then for a 2 A k we let A j = IFP x;X '( x; X; c; C)] a () a 2 X 1 :
We use the following normal-form theorem: 
Counting logics.
With every finite structure A we associate a two-sorted structure A # . Its restriction to the first sort is A. The second sort consists of the set f0; : : : ; jAjg of natural numbers which is equipped with the natural ordering 6. We usually refer to the elements of the first sort of A # as "points" and to the elements of the second sort as "numbers". Counting logics are defined in this two-sorted framework and, in general, speak about structures of the form A # . However, the idea is to use the numbers only as intermediate devices and ultimately consider formulas whose free variables only range over points. Such formulas define relations on the first-sort of A # , that is, on the original structure A.
The counting logics use two sorts of individual variables ranging over points and numbers, respectively. We call them point-variables and number-variables and denote them by x; y; z (and variants) and ; ; (and variants If ' is a formula, x is a k-tuple of point-variables (for some k 1), and a k-tuple of number-variables, then we may form the new formula # x ' = .
The free variables of # x ' = are those in and the free variables of ' except those in x. To define the semantics, let A be a structure of size n and m 1 ; : : : ; m k?1 2 f0; : : : ; n?1g, m k 2 f0; : : : ; ng. Then, assuming for simplicity, that the free variables of ' are among x (further variables would be treated as parameters similarly as for the IFP-rule in 1.1)
If ' is an L+C-formula without free number-variables, we let A j = ' if, and only if, A # j = '. Example 2 The FO+C-formula 9 9 ? # z Exz = ^# z Eyz = ^ 6 says that x has at most as many E-neighbors as y.
Example 3
The following IFP+C-formula says that the distance between two points x and y (the length of the shortest E-path from x to y) is : Here U is a relation variable of type 'point number', and = 0, 0 + 1 = are abbreviations with the obvious meaning.
A k-ary counting formula is a formula # x ' = where x and are k-tuples. We say that a formula in a counting logic only uses unary counting if it contains at most unary counting subformulas. It is easy to see that each IFP+C-formula is equivalent to an IFP+C-formula that only uses unary counting (cf. [6] ). However, the analogous statement for FO+C is not true (cf. [16] ). It is easy to see that on ordered structures every IFP+C-formula is equivalent to an IFP-formula.
Grädel and Otto [6] derived a normal form result analogous to Theorem 1 for IFP+C.
Infinitary Logics. L 1! denotes the usual infinitary logic which is obtained by
allowing disjunctions and conjunctions over arbitrary sets in first-order formulas. Let k 1. Then L k 1! is the fragment of L 1! whose formulas contain at most k-variables.
We denote the counting logic L k 1! + C, where we put no restriction on the number of number variables, but admit only k point variables, by A pre-order on a set S is a binary relation on S that is reflexive, transitive, and connex (that is, s t or t s for all s; t 2 S). Associated with every pre-order on S is the equivalence relation defined by s t^s t; for brevity we call its equivalence classes the classes of .
Lemma 4 Every IFP-formula (IFP+C-formula) is equivalent to an
For a formula '( v) whose free variables occur in the l-tuple v and a structure A we 2k .
We usually denote ( x; y)
The atomic type of a tuple a in a -structure A is the set of all atomic and negated atomic formulas ( x) such that A j = ( a). It is easy to see that J k (A) is well-defined. In contrast to [6] we have defined J k (A) as a two-sorted structure, since this will help us to derive the normal forms below. The following result of [6] remains true. Here we view ' Ri ( v 1 ; : : : ; v ri ) A as an r i -ary relation on A l , rather than an r i l-ary relation on A.
Lemma 6 Two -structures
If we want to interpret a two-sorted structure we replace the formula ' uni by two formulas ' poi and ' num . 
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To obtain our first normal form theorem we need the following two-sorted analogue of Theorem 1. An IFP+C-formula is pure if all its relation variables are pure.
Lemma 9 Every two-sorted

Corollary 11 Every IFP+C-formula is equivalent to a pure one.
In a certain sense the result cannot be improved: "Connectedness" is an IFP+C property of graphs that cannot be expressed by any IFP+C-formula containing only pure relation variables on numbers. And "eveness" of the universe cannot be expressed by an IFP+C-formula containing only pure relation variables on points.
Simultaneous inductions.
The syntactically cleanest normal form can be obtained by admitting simultaneous inductions in our fixed-point formulas. We extend the fixed-point formula formation rule as follows: It is well-known that adding simultaneous inductions to our fixed-point logics does not increase their expressive power. PROOF: Without the requirement that 1 only uses unary counting, the theorem follows from the (proof of the) previous theorem by well-known techniques of simulating nested fixed-points by simultaneous ones. Since 2 corresponds to in the proof of Theorem 10, we can assume that the relation U does not occur in 2 . But we will end up with a 1 that does not only use unary counting, since the interpretation given in the proof of Lemma 8 crucially depends on the k-ary counting formulas.
The canonical way to simulate a k-ary counting formula by an IFP+C-formula only using unary counting requires mixed relation variables. However, in the given situation we show how to simulate the counting needed by a simultaneous fixed-point process whose relation variables are all pure.
Let ' be an IFP+C-sentence of vocabulary . Choose k 1 and an IFP-sentence of vocabulary k according to Lemma 7. By Lemma 9 we can assume that is of the form 9y9 IFP x ;X ]y : : : y : : : .
Let l be the arity of X and U a relation variable of type (number) kl . Furthermore, let m be the number of atomic k-types of vocabulary . Let V poi , V num and V Pi , for 1 i m, be relation variables of type (number) k , V ; V 6 relation variables of type (number) 2k , and V Fi , for 1 i k, relation variables of type (number) 3k .
Our idea is to set up a simultaneous induction that first inductively defines the V ::: s in such a way that for each structure A the invariant J k (A) is isomorphic to
After all these relation variables have reached their fixed-point in the simultaneous fixed-point process we start an induction simulating the fixed-point process in
9y9 IFP x ;X ]y : : : y : : :
on the number part of our structure by using the V ::: s.
To properly define the V ::: s we need another induction, this one purely on the point part, that defines k . We get it from Lemma 5. More precisely, let Z be the relation variable of type (point) 2k and ( z; Z) the FO+C-formula obtained in this Lemma.
We need two more relation variables Y 1 ; Y 2 of types (point) k ,(point) 2k , respectively.
We claim that ' is equivalent to a simultaneous induction of the form 9 h IFP ;U; poi ;Vpoi; num;Vnum; ;V ; 6 ;V 6 ; P 1 ;VP 1 ;::: ; F k ;VF k ; y1;Y1; y2;Y2; z;Z 0 ; poi ; num ; ; 6 ; P1 ; : : : ; F k ; " 1 ; " 2 ; i :
It is easy to derive the theorem from this claim by standard techniques.
To prove the claim, we have to specify the formulas 0 ; ::: ; " 1 ; " 2 . Recall that, once Z has reached its fixed-point, it just represents the relation k .
The formula " 1 starts by saying that Z has reached its fixed-point. If this is the case it adds the classes of k to Y 1 one by one. Thus we let Intuitively, the subformula (Z y y 1^: Z y 1 y) says y k y 1 . So " 1 steps along the pre-order k . This can be seen as stepping through the universe of points of the invariant. While this is done, V poi is obtained as the initial segment of the kth power of the number-part whose length equals the size of the invariant. We let num = V k i=2 num i = num 1 and 6 = ( 6 1 6 6 (k+1) ). The Fi proceed similarly as the Pi , but to define V Fi we have step through all pairs of points of the invariant. We use the formula " 2 to set up an appropriate simultaneous induction.
It remains to define the formula 0 , which is just a suitable substitution instance of . 2 3 3.1 Dawar's theorem. Dawar [3] proved that there is a logic that captures polynomial time if, and only if, there is a complete problem for polynomial time under first-order reductions. As a matter of fact, he proved a general result that provides a complete problem under first-order reductions for a wide range of recursively enu merable complexity classes. At first glance it seems that his result also provides a complete problem for the "complexity class" consisting of all IFP+C-definable problems. This is not true, but we show how his proof can be modified to give such a complete problem. PROOF: Without loss of generality we can restrict our attention to IFP+C-sentences whose vocabulary consists of a single binary relation symbol E. We fix a "reasonable" encoding e of such sentences by words over f0; 1g (we will see later what is required of a reasonable encoding).
We let = fV; E; T; U; ; Pg where T is ternary, E; are binary, and U; V; P are unary. A -structure A belongs to the class C if:
(1) There is an IFP+C-sentence ' such that A is a pre-order of the same length as the word e('), and P A holds for all elements of the ith class of We first have to prove that C is definable in IFP+C. Under the assumption that our encoding is simple enough, it is easy to formalize (1) and (2) in IFP.
To formalize (3), we inductively compute for each subformula ( x; ) of ' the set of all tuples satisfying this formula. As ' contains k variables, can have at most k free point-variables and at most k free number-variables. The ternary relation T is used to encode k-tuples of points by single elements, and every number m is viewed as denoting the mth (in the lexicographic ordering) kth tuple of numbers. So actually at each step of our induction we have to store a set of pairs of type point number. It is routine to formalize this induction in the logic IFP+C.
It remains to prove that for each IFP+C-sentence ' of vocabulary fEg there is a first-order reduction of in fEg such that for all fEg-structures A we have A j = ' () A 
C.
So let ' be an IFP+C-sentence, let l be the length of e(') and let k be the number of individual variables occurring in ', k l. Our reduction will be l-ary, and we simply let uni ( x) = (x 1 = x 1 ) (the universe of the interpreted structure consists of all l-tuples).
We let be the pre-order whose first class consists of all l-tuples on a where a i = a 1 for all i, and whose jth class consists of all tuples a where a i = a 1 for all i 6 = j and a j 6 = a 1 . On this pre-order we can define the relation P in the appropriate way to represent the word e(').
V just consists of all tuples a where a i = a 1 for all i. E is defined to hold for two l-tuples in V if it holds for the components, and T is defined in such a way that an l-tuple represents its first k-components.
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Remark 15 Imhof [11] also refined Dawar's techniques to obtain a general criterion for a logic to have a complete problem under first-order reductions. It is also possible to derive Theorem 14 from Imhof's theorem.
